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As an enthusiastic and creative UI designer and UX learner with an
engineering background, I try to do my best to help customers/businesses
achieve their business goals by considering their customers' needs,
efficiency, and usefulness along with aesthetic aspects.

EXPERIENCES

SKILLS
Software

Design

Figma

Sketch

Principle

Invision

Adobe XD

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe Illustrator

Keynote

Power Point

User Interface

Web Design

Wireframing

Prototyping

User Flow

Site Map

Style Guide

Design System

Programming
I have a basic knowledge of HTML/CSS and
JS and basic coding skills in Python and its
AI-related libraries.

Charegeoplus

UI/UX designer - 2021 (In the coding phase)

Charegeoplus is an application to quickly and directly carry out payment
services in Iran for residents abroad without having an account inside Iran. As
a UX / UI designer, to improve the design and user experience and add new
features and services, I redesigned its current version to a unique and trendy
style.
Maknak

UI/UX designer - 2020 (In the coding phase)

Maknak an in-house solution for payment and customer management. As a
UI/UX designer, I’ve helped them redesign their old application and bring new
and useful features to their novel and trendy design. It has two different
versions for purchasing service and customer management, depending on
their customer type.

Arvan Cloud Design System
UI designer - 2021 (In the coding phase)

CERTIFICATIONS
DIGITAL SKILLS: USER EXPERIENCE
Accenture - Mar 2020

See credential

Foundations of User Experience (UX) Design
Coursera - Apr 2021
See credential

UI designer - 2020 (In the coding phase)

As a member of the Inverse school design team and in collaboration with
Hamid R Mousazadeh and Paradigm studio, I’ve worked on their tablet and
mobile version of their new website. Also, I helped them to create a dedicated
Design system with excellent details.
UI designer - 2020 (launched)

Digitalling is an online platform in the field of digital marketing in Iran. I helped
them expand their business from a telegram channel to a novel online
platform by designing their website in collaboration with Hamid R
Mousazadeh.

LANGUAGES

Turkish
Native

Inverse School

Digitalling

UX/UI Foundations
UXCel - Nov 2020
See credential

English
Elementary

In co-operation with Hamid R Mousazadeh, We took their old-fashioned panel
design and their dedicated design system and redesigned it into an
up-to-date design.

HerbalNic

Persian

Native

UI/UX designer - 2019 (launched)

HerbalNic is a small team that offers inspiring lifestyles to improve your health
and balance your body, mind, and soul by offering solutions from the heart of
nature. I helped them redesign their website to launch products online store,
publish healthy solutions.
You can check my Online Portfolion from here

